5.3.3

H and H variability behaviour
The physical parameters that we considered for the study of the star’s variability

in behaviour of the H and H emitting regions are the equivalent width (EW), radial
velocity (RVcr), V/R ratio, peak separation (Vp) and relative disc radii (Rd/R*). All
these parameters are listed in Table 5.2. Figure 5.13a shows the variations of EW and
relative disc radii with time in the H and H emitting regions. The graph shows that the
EWs of H decreased in 2008 with increasing relative disc radii. In 2009, the line
strength also shows a decreasing pattern with small changes in the relative disc radii.
The decreasing of EW in H became worst in 2010; however, the disc radii show
significant extension. For the H emitting region, the EW and Rd/R* show the same
trend as that of H.

Figure 5.13a- Variation of line strength and relative
disc radii with time of H (top panel) and H (lower
panel).
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In the relationship between the relative disc radii and V/R variation, we observed that a
higher V/R ratio corresponds to a smaller disc radius in all Balmer emitting regions (Hα,
Hβ and Hγ). This relationship is shown in Figure 5.13b.

Figure 5.13b – Correlation and evolution of the relative
disc radii and V/R ratio of Balmer lines.
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Figure 5.13c – Correlation of the radial velocity (RVcr)
and V/R ratio with time in H, H and H.

The rotation of the Be disc of -Sco with respect to the observer creates the
approaching and receding parts of the disc that can be represented by the V/R ratio.
Therefore, the relation of the radial velocity (from eq.5.3) of the emission lines with V/R
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ratio can be studied. We found that in the H, H and H emitting regions, the radial
velocity is shifted towards a shorter wavelength when V<R and shifted towards a longer
wavelength when V>R; except for H in 2010, the relation of which seems incompatible
with the variation pattern. In Figure 5.13b (top), the graph shows that the relative disc
radii for H were getting increased in 2010 or in other words, the disc size became
larger. Figure 5.7c (in section 5.3.1) shows that the line is broaden larger than the
previous years. The broadening supposed had related with the rotation speed of the disc
region. If the broadening of H can represent all of other emission line regions, then it
shows that the disc is rotating faster. Otherwise, it would be only H emitting region that
experience such a faster rotation which caused the larger disc size. For V/R ratio, we
found it varies accordingly following its cycle. In overall, there was a size reduction of
H emitting region in 2010 compared from previous years but the size of the emitting
region is in increasing pattern for 2010. Other emitting regions were slightly larger
compared from previous years.

5.4

HELIUM LINES: HEI6678 EMISSION LINE
In stellar spectral classification, the presence of Helium lines in the spectrum can

be used as a benchmark for hot stars. The star is of type B if only HeI present and it is of
type O if only HeII is present in the spectrum of the stars. The star is possibly in a
transition phase from late O type and early B type, if both the neutral and singly ionised
lines are present in the spectrum. These are due to the temperature of the stars. The
hotter stars, O-type, are more capable of ionising the Helium element than are B-type
stars. In Be star studies, the Helium lines can be used as a tool to diagnose the
characteristics or behaviour of their circumstellar discs.
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As the central star in -Sco system is an early B type star, B0.3IV, the presence
of neutral Helium HeI lines are represented more than the singly ionised Helium HeII
lines. Figure 5.1 shows that the HeI lines present are λλ4387, 4471, 4713, 4921, 5876,
6678 and 7065 and that the HeII lines present are λλ4339 and 4685. Almost all Helium
lines in the red wavelength region are emission lines, which originate from the
circumstellar disc and most of HeI lines are absorption lines, which arise from the
photospheric region. In this work, we focused on HeI λ6678 because no other emission
lines have been found close to this line.
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Table 5.3 – Summary of the HeI 6678 observations of -Sco from Feb 2007 to Oct 2010.
First and second columns are the observation in Gregorian date dan Modified Heliocentric
Julian Date (MHJD) respectively. Column 3 list the V/R ratio, column 4 presents the equivalent
width, EW. The radial velocity, RVcr in column 5 has been measured with respect to its central
reversal (cr) of the double peak profile. Column 6 and 7 are peak separation in different unit.
Column 8 is the relative disk radii and the last column is the information on the spectral
dispersion, in unit of Å/pixel. The hash, #, marks the line profile that appeared in the P-Cygni
profile.
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Table 5.3 - Continue
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